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The most powerful Omega-3 on the planet. Also the best Omega-3 for the planet.


	
Brain
Get brighter brain energy from nourishing fats and key vitamins in this clever blend.


	
Heart
Nourish your heart with clinically studied AlmegaPL® EPA for supporting healthy heart and cardiovascular function.*
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Omega-3
The most powerful Omega-3 on the planet. Also the best Omega-3 for the planet.


	
Brain
Get brighter brain energy from nourishing fats and key vitamins in this clever blend.


	
Heart
Nourish your heart with clinically studied AlmegaPL® EPA for supporting healthy heart and cardiovascular function.*
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join iwi life rewards
It's FREE to join iwi life rewards. Become a member and earn points & exclusive rewards every time you shop.
join now

login








how it works













SIGN UP

Create an account and get 10 points.




EARN POINTS

Earn points every time you shop.




REDEEM POINTS

Redeem points for exclusive discounts.

ways to earn points



iwi life member benefits

iwi insider
Spend


	1X Points for every $1 spent

	100 Points Birthday






iwi enthusiast
Spend


	1.5X Points for every $1 spent

	150 Points Birthday Bonus

	25 Points Tier Reward Bonus






iwi vip
Spend


	2X Points for every $1 spent

	200 Points Birthday Bonus

	50 Points Tier Reward Bonus













apply points to existing subscription
Choose a discount option and it will automatically apply to your active subscription order. It only works on active subscriptions

$12 Off
0 POINTS




$25 Off
200 POINTS




$60 Off
500 POINTS






redeem my points





apply points to one-time purchase or new subscription
Redeeming your points is easy! Click Redeem My Points, copy & paste your code at checkout.

$10 Off
100 POINTS




$20 Off
200 POINTS




$50 Off
500 POINTS






redeem my points





	Choosing a selection results in a full page refresh.
	Opens in a new window.






















Join the iwi community and get 35% back
Subscribe to our newsletter to receive exclusive offers, including 35% back on your first order!



  sign up

Facebook  Instagram  Linkedin 
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Contact us
	4900 Woodway Dr., Suite 1220
	Houston, Tx 77056
	 info@iwilife.com
	 +1.855.494.5433
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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